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Stevens Magic Exclusive!
Patriotic Silk
Cabby
Made for us exclusively
by Michael Baker.
The Silk Cabby is a longtested classic of magic and
was first introduced to the
magic world over 50 years
ago. We have taken this
effect to a NEW standard
with our special Patriotic
Silk Cabby. It is larger than
the older classic ones and you can do everything this model that you could do with
the older model, plus more.
With this Patriotic Silk Cabby, we have created it for one SPECIAL effect, that
allows much more to be presented because of its size! We offer it now with this
routine that we call Patriotic Silk Cabby. (Of course, you can use it for so many
other types of routines, with silks as its size allows creative magical thinking.)
Three individual 18 inch silks—Red-White-Blue—are shown one at a time and are
placed inside the Cabby, after both sides of the Cabby are dropped down to show
that it is empty inside. The performer then asks, “What do the colors red-white
and blue make you think of?” Of course….the American Flag!! At the appropriate
time, the front door of the Cabby is dropped to reveal a huge American Flag and
the three individual silks have transposed into the USA flag!
Can be performed with music for a much greater audience effect! Can be performed
with the spoken word and an American theme! Flag silk is 24 x 36 inches and is a
Silk King Studio silk. (They don’t make them this good today)! Cabby is 6 inches tall
8 inches long and 4inches wide. Complete with silks!
This excellent effect is good for all types of audiences at all ages! Use your own
patter as the cabby can vanish or appear any silks at any time! Excellent for any
type silk magic—vanishes, productions, etc. ONLY 12 sets have been made by
our craftsman Michael
Baker!
A
superb maker
of fine magic!
$
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Richard Spencer Exclusive!
Thayer-Chambers’

Ball & Silk Vase

Created by Lloyd Chambers, in 1946
for Thayer. A variation different, and
more entertaining, compared to the
standard balls vase because it
encompasses two routines into one!
(No other ball vase in magic can do this
routine.) Another distinguishing
factor, it is crafted by Richard
Spencer. There has never been a finer
ball and silk vase produced—PERIOD!
An absolute essential collector’s item.
Magician shows the ball vase and lifts
the top to show a red ball. He vanishes
the ball and it returns immediately to the vase.
He then reproduces the ball from his pocket—
and when he opens the vase—sure enough, the
ball is no longer inside. So far similar to the
classic ball and vase routine, but here is where
it changes.
The magician picks up a silk that was resting
on the table and slowly pushes it into his hand
until it is completely inside his fist. Yet when
the magician opens his hand, the silk has
vanished and has transformed into the missing
red ball! But where did the silk go?
The magician then lifts the lid off the ball vase, magically the silk has transported to
the vase. It is seen sticking out from the top! If so desired the entire silk can be
removed. A beautiful routine that encompasses vanishes, appearances,
transformations and mystery!
Each vase is custom-crafted from high-quality woods. Each unit is numbered
and comes with a seal of authenticity, located on the bottom of the
circular base. Due to the tremendous amount of time and arduous details this
will be a limited production item. This will be a piece you will treasure, and one
that will grace your collection as well as always be ready to provide a beautifully
poetic routine.
Dimensions: Height is 7 inches tall and 2.5 inches wide (at widest point).
Important: Please note types of wood available at production times
will vary.

395

$
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Stevens Magic Exclusives
Expert Performance
Tables
Available In 3 Colors!

Handcrafted by Magician, Heather Jay, the
Expert Performance Table features
classic style with modern convenience.
Everything you love about a quality close-up
pad, only custom-made is a larger-sized table.
This table is easy to set up and just as easy
to move or carry. The table also has the
feature of variable heights and can be
adjusted to three height settings —thus
perfect for sitting or standing. Trimmed with
elegant gold tassel and topped with premium
knit velvet upholstery over double-layer
padding, which allows the entire table to
become your close-up mat. Designed with
the close-up magician in mind (by a closeup magician) this table is perfect for cards
and coins. It’s also possible to elevate the
pad approximately to a 10 degree pitch—
for coin matrix style effects.
Additional Features include: The features of
a high-quality, close-up pad only in a table.
Three height settings so you can adapt to
different performances. Undersided wrapping
that greatly inhibits noise of “talking.” Easy
set-up, breakdown and transfer.
The Expert Performance Table will not
only perform to the highest standards but serve double-duty by adding a beautiful
and elegant look to your show. The top measures 48 inches wide x 24 inches
across, thus forming a perfect half-circle. The performance area is also large enough
to seat you and up to three of your friends or spectators so they can see first-hand,
the miracle of magic. The sturdy X frame stand allows for easy carry and most
importantly plenty of leg room when seated at the table.
Comes with specific care and maintenance instructions. Fabrication Time: Due
to the variety of colors and niche market, turn-around-time is
approximately 15-25 days. The Expert Performance Table is available in
three colors: Black, Red and Green.
Due to size and dims—additional shipping will be required. Full shipping
cost is not correct at the time of check out. Due to shipping location costs will vary.

350 each

$
4
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Stevens Magic Exclusives
Louis Gaynor’s

Mental Logs

Crafted by Louie Gaynor using exotic woods
including cocobolo ends. Each individual stick takes
eight hours from start to finish. At four sticks per
set, that makes 32 hours for each unit—because
Louie does it by HAND!
Performer displays four wood rods with different
numbers on all sides. Spectator is invited to toss
the rods and assemble them, and then total the
numbers on a calculator. The performer calls out
the total of the numbers even before the spectator has
managed to enter a single number on the calculator. Can
be repeated as often as you like, with a different result,
because mathematically there are 6,144 different totals
possible. The effect can also be performed with one, two,
three or all four rods—and there are literally several
thousand different totals.
Can also be performed where the performer writes a prediction on paper
approximately 10 seconds after the spectator has thrown the rods. The spectator
uses the calculator to add up the numbers and shows the correct total to the
mentalist. The spectator then turns over the mentalist prediction which amazingly
has the EXACT same number!

35

$

Pee Wand

aka Wee Wee Wand
The kids will love this! Lots of laughter!
A high-quality magic wand. This clever little wand
squirts a heavy stream of water 20 plus feet at
your command. You’ve never seen one of these!
Easy to operate and very easy to fill. Holds an
impressive amount of water as well. The classic
clown gag, now in a FAKE magic wand. Give it
a squeeze and watch the water shoot out!
Looks like a regular magic wand... but it’s not! It’s
a mini squirt gun.
A squirting magic wand? Your victim..er.. spectator
will never see it coming! But all the kids will want
you to squirt them. Fun and hilarious magic.

35

$
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Stevens Magic Exclusives
Louis Gaynor’s
Tribute To Edward
Massey...

Cover To Cover

Stevens Magic pays tribute to
Edward Massey with this
version of Cover To Cover,
crafted by Louie Gaynor. From
the 1950’s comes an idea so
innocent and so easy yet
visually baffling. A golden oldie
brought back to life. Made
exclusively for Stevens
Magic by Louie Gaynor
(maker of some of the
finest hand-crafted magic
in existence).
Performer shows an ordinary “Coke” bottle, which he places on a little stand,
isolating it completely. He then exhibits a book, flicking the pages convincingly!
The book is covered with a large foulard, with its form clearly seen. No switches—
it really is a book, no fake form, etc. Without any fumbling the book is lowered
slowly over the bottle, which is seen to slowly PENETRATE upward right through
the middle of the book, until the book rests upon the stand! Performer allows it to
rest there, momentarily, then he raises the book, removes the foulard and there is
the bottle resting upon the book having apparently penetrating the book—Cover
To Cover! Or with an alternative performance the bottle can be seen resting still
on the table, if the magician chooses to show the penetration as the book goes
down and then also raises the book up again…
Benefits: The stand packs flat, ordinary bottles may be used. Comes complete
with all that you need to perform this miracle effect: Coke bottle, foulard, table
that breaks apart for packing, included and a book. As the Great Buma always
said, “Don’t show me what’s NEW…show me what’s old and good”!
Additional Routine: Product comes with a clever routine from the original
instructions that reads: “This is a particularly effective method of
presenting Cover-To-Cover. In this clever routine, created by Edward
G. Banning, the book is shown partially penetrated with hands free,
giving a most remarkable effect. I can highly recommend it.”
--Edward M. Massey

85

$
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Louie Gaynor Exclusives

Louis Gaynor’s

Optical Mystery
Chest
A classic in the world of magical
apparatus, in fact possibly one
that has been used more
successfully than most! Handcrafted
fr om
natural
hardwood veneer by Louie
Gaynor. Smooth to the touch
and easy to handle.
The performer opens up a chest
showing that it is empty inside.
With a magical pass he again
opens the chest from the top and
starts to remove an assortment
of items that have magically
appeared. Anything from silks,
latex props or other small items
can be produced.
These were made with an
emphasis to tone down the
otherwise normal splashy paint
and colors seen on magic
apparatus, for the performer that
doesn’t want props that look like
props. Thus they are crafted from
hardwood and stained to
resemble a breadbox or other
small container. Features decorative hinges, triangular legs which give it slightly
raised position. Built here in the US! Solid to construction which means it’s built
to LAST!
Outer Dimensions approximately 6 inches tall, 8.5 inches wide, and 5.5 inches
thick. Features neodymium magnets in the front door to enhance closure.
Decorative piano hinges.
Inner Dimensions approximately 4.25 inches by 7.5 inches wide and
approximately 4.5 inches deep (which is measured at this maximum point).

85

$
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Stevens Magic Exclusives
Louie Gaynor’s

Checker X Necklace
A GREAT OLD CLASSIC—REDONE!
Revived in bright candy colors. Now
larger to be more visible. Wonderful for
stage or parlor. Great routine with
audience
involvement
and
entertainment!
The “Magi” shows a long piece of rope
and four large wooden color ful
checkers. These checkers have a hole
in the center of each one. Any one of the colorful
checkers can be selected by the audience helper
and threaded onto the cord while the remaining
three checkers are slipped over the cord and
tied in place, making somewhat of a large candycolored necklace. The rope and checkers are
placed over the magician’s neck for a moment,
and the spectator is asked to remove any of the
checkers. He cannot do this!
The checker necklace is now placed over the
head of the spectator and hung down their back.
It is IMPOSSIBLE for any of the checkers
“slipped on” to be removed from the cord! The
first checker blocks one end of the cord and the spectator’s neck blocks the other
end of the cord.
Yet in the blink of an eye, the magician can hand the spectator the three slippedon checkers. And one at a time they have been removed from the cord while
hanging around the spectator’s neck! This effect
could well be called a classic as it has stood the
“test of time” for professional entertainment!
• 100% Examinable
• High Gloss Paint
• Checkers are 4 inches in diameter—larger and
more visible than most previous versions.
• Excellent for children & adult shows!
• Audience participation and interaction
• Very visible!
• Easy to perform!
• Includes display stand!

Brand New!
8

75

$
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Stevens Magic Exclusive!

Davenport’s
Mental Ropes

Shawn Reida, Louis Gaynor and
Stevens Magic presents one of the
rarest effects in magic. Created
first by Al Glennan.
Known the world over and famous
for
makers of magic and
publishers since 1898! We have
obtained, with permission,
from Ms. Betty Davenport,
London, England, to once
again, produce this famous
clever and original effect!
Mental Ropes is a very magical
rope effect that we are bringing
back from years ago! It’s original,
self-working, clever with audience
participation
and
very
entertaining!
You show a brightly-colored
wooden box, in which lies five
different brightly-colored ropes. Both ends of each rope dangle outside both sides
of the box. A magic wand (or similar such device), is placed cross-sectionally inside
the box across from the ropes. The ends of the wand are thus sticking out of the
box in full view at all times. To prevent interference, a lid is placed on top of the
box covering the ropes and wand. An audience member is asked to simply select
one of the colored ropes of their choice. They can change their mind if so
desired as the effect plays out!
The remaining ropes that were not selected are pulled out individually. The spectator
can ALSO choose which colored ropes to remove—and in what order—from the
box. It’s important to highlight the control the spectator has both in choosing the
colored rope they want to remain in the box, and also choosing which ropes are
removed and in what order. When the lid
is removed, it is revealed that the spectator’s
selected rope is the ONLY one that is tied
around the magic wand that’s been there
from the very beginning!
Complete with cleverly designed box and
rope and wand.

Both Styles, Same Price!

85

$

Top Seller—Over 150 Sold!
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Very Rare

Thayer Manufacturing’s

Mutilated
Parasol

A wonder ful prop from thayer
Manufacturing—works perfectly!
The top was repaired by Paul Lembo,
who is well-known in the industry for
his attention to meticulous details. And
have very exacting standards.
Comes with purse (which is the bag that
contains the prop) and a set of
instructions from the Dr Robert Albo—
Ablo Books.
This item is very hard to come by.
There is only one...so first come, first
served! Only one available!

498

$

Floyd G. Thayer
(1877-1959) was
founder of the
Thayer Magic
Company that
made magical
apparatus in the
1920’s
and
1930’s. The Thayer slogan was
“Quality Magic”. He remains one of
the most celebrated north
American crafters of magic,
where collectors covet his
pieces.
In 1942, the Larsen’s purchased
Floyd
Thayer’s
Magic
Company. Thayer and his wife
Jennie moved into the Larsen’s
home in Pasadena when they
retired, and lived there until
Jennie’s passing in 1951, after
which Floyd moved to Long
Beach until his death.
10
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Stevens Magic Exclusives

John Ramsay’s

Cylinder &
Casino Poker
Chips
Called by many as the
greatest coin/chip routine
of all time by Victor Farelli
created in 1948! We are
pleased to finally be able
to offer this fine effect to
the magic fraternity. Our
partners, MJJ, who have
created this fine piece of
magic gets the credit.
The sets include: 1 (4) Chip Stack, 4 Loose Working Chips, 1 Leather/Delrin
Cylinder, 2 Corks, 2 Delrin End Caps for the tube, 1 Retainer band to hold the end
caps in place, 1 COA attesting the number of the set, 1 Download of Mike Gallo
teaching the Ramsay Cylinder & Coins. BONUS: The hundred dollar bills and 2
razor edge casino dice are for display only if you will be displaying while not in use.
These are included free.

55

$

Michael Close’s
Dollar Bill
Available Again!

A dollar bill is folded inside a playing
card and a toothpick stuck through
both. Unbelievably, the bill is pulled
back and forth through the toothpick!
When the toothpick is removed, the
bill has no tears or holes!
No skill required. Comes complete
with dollar bill, cards, toothpick,
plastic wallet and routine.

25

$

You MUST Watch The
Video On The Website!
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Stevens Magic Exclusives
Matt Johnson’s
In Plain Sight
Available Again!

Sean Reida, Matt Johnson & Joe Stevens

Have you wanted to perform The Magic
Square but have been afraid to do so?
Problem solved! The Magic Square—
an extraordinary piece of magic and
mentalism that layers the improbable
over the impossible. For Britain’s Got
Talent sensation and longtime beard
aficionado, Matt Johnson, The Magic
Square was nearly perfect, except for
the amount of intense focus and memory work that
was required to perform the effect.
Now Matt delivers a version that strips away all of
that memory work and sets this powerful classic on
easy mode! Never again strain to remember the secret
numbers. Never again attempt mental gymnastics
while you perform. Never again perform The Magic
Square without Matt Johnson’s In Plain Sight.

What you receive: A hidden In Plain Sight
gimmick makes The Magic Square easy! Matt
Johnson’s version—perfect for both close-up and
stage! Nearly an hour of expert instruction taught by Matt Johnson.100%
confidence when performing The Magic Square. Focus entirely on your
performance and your applause cue! Hit the easy button on The Magic Square. It
adds up to foolproof results that are hidden entirely In Plain Sight.

25

$

Roy Johnson’s

Lucky Cards
Possibly the #1 most dynamic card effect
for trade shows, open houses or corporate
work! Sells your sponsors! The spectator
names ANY card in the deck expecting to
win $20. But, all the cards in the deck have
the word WIN written on the back EXCEPT
his. Hard to believe, but it says LOSE!

Incredible & Brilliant!
12

35

$
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Stevens Magic Exclusives
John Talbot’s

Press The Flesh!
A 3-PHASE DIVINATION WITH THE
COIN CASKET BY John Talbot.
In the beginning, John Talbot gave us a wealth
of business advice, and now he has given us
his routine for the Brass Coin Casket. Thank
you John! The routine is very unique and a
sure fire hit.
The set includes: The Brass Coin Casket, Mini Executive Brief Case, 40%
Silver Kennedy Half Dollar, Clear Padded Case, Velvet Carrying Bag and most
importantly John Talbot’s Hit Routine “Press The Flesh”!
Routine by John Talbot—Provided via PDF Download. Check your e-mail order
confirmation for a link where you will be able to download this incredible routine.
IMPORTANT: Combination Physical Product and Download.

65

$

Buma’s

Visual Melt Thru
aka VMT

A bill (currency) is borrowed by the
performer, (any currency can be used).
It is then shown on both sides,
displaying the bill horizontally for all to
see. The per for mer proceeds to
VISIBLY push their extended index and
middle fingers right THRU THE BILL,
resulting in the performer’s fingers visually PENETRATING the bill, in one side
and out the other side of the borrowed bill! The performer proceeds to hold the
bill vertically with their fingers still visually PENETRATING thru the bill, when slowly
the performer’s fingers are seen to visually start to PENETRATE DOWNWARD
thru the entire length of the bill. The performer’s fingers are seen to continue to
PENETRATE downward thru the bill until they have PENETRATED completely
through the length of the bill. The performer now places the edge of the vertically
held bill alongside their extended index and middle fingers when suddenly the bill is
seen to visually PENETRATE SIDEWAYS thru the performer’s extended index
finger and right out thru the middle finger as well. The bill is then immediately
shown front and back and returned to its owner.
Performance Benefits: Works with any currency! Comes with sequential
photo, step-by-step instructions. An additional Teach-In Video is also available.

A Winner From Blackpool!

65

$
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Creative Predictions
Nikolas Mavresis’s

Cinemental

Cinemental is a blockbuster two-phase
mentalism routine that will leave your
spectators begging for a sequel.
The first phase gives you the power to reveal
any movie your spectator has selected under
test conditions. They select a movie, they
shuffle it back in, and without ever needing
to look at the cards, you know exactly the
movie they are thinking of. No marks, no
peeks, you can even perform this blindfolded. But it gets even better! In the
second phase, you make an open prediction and the spectator deals cards face up,
freely stopping at any point they want. Without any switching of any kind, the card
they've stopped at ALWAYS matches your prediction. No multiple outs, and there
are is only one prediction ever in play. Once you know the secret, you'll smile to
yourself at how clever the method truly is.
Unique movie artwork of well-known classic films designed by Phil Smith. Quality
cards printed by USPCC. Two and three phase versions included in the instructions.
Prediction effect that utilizes a unique method that has fried even the most seasoned
magicians and mentalists. Perfect for close-up, parlor, strolling or street magic.
Cinemental packages the unique art designs of Phil Smith, and the craftiness of
Nikolas Mavresis into a blockbuster experience that your spectators won't soon forget.
BONUS DOWNLOAD: Free Value Added Routine by Jim Kleefeld, creator of
Classic Film Verite titled: Twice-Filmed.

FLAME

35

$

All Magicians know, If you want to get the attention
of your audience... USE FIRE!
Imagine taking out an ordinary lighter and, at your
command, making the flame levitate slowly above
the lighter then back down again! FLAME is 100%
self-contained. It uses no wires or external gimmicks.
You are in 100% control of the levitation!
Whether using FLAME for your favorite Blister effect, Lighting
Flash paper or to simply use it as a show of your magical powers,
FLAME is a must have for all walk-around, close-up and street
performers. 100% self -contained! 100% under your control!
No wires! No external gimmicks! Use as normal lighter! Amazing
visual! Online instructions! Must be 18 years or older to
order!

20

$
14
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Baffling Effects

Clear Mystery

The magician introduces a puzzle that is
fully assembled by pulling it from the
drawer box. It features several acrylic
puzzle pieces. He throws them on a table,
mixes them up and then solves the puzzle
piece-by-piece. However, when the
puzzle is completed, another piece
appears that wasn’t factored in? What
now? The magician adds the additional
piece, and SOLVES the puzzle again —
with the extra piece! He acts impressed
until he realizes yet a 2nd piece that
wasn’t included. This is the 2nd time an
additional piece has been entered into
the equation. None-the-less, the
magician SOLVES the puzzle again! Even
more remarkably he can put the pieces complete back in the drawer box. You can
even show the box to the audience for inspection—it CAN’T be enlarged or reduced!
You will receive a complete set of acrylic building blocks plus collection boxes plus
complete and detailed online teaching. After receiving them, you can start
performing soon after practicing.

40

$

Eddie Gibson’s

Max Neo Coin Unique
With respects to Bob Swadling... as Bob
is the inventor of the coin referred to as
Coin Unique.
You can look, but you won’t see the gaff! Great
for close-up and tablehopping! The performer
shows two coins, which are placed on the palm
of his hand. Now, without closing the hand or
covering the coins in any way, suddenly one of the coins vanishes
in front of your spectators. There is no trace of the other coin!
This is one of the many possible routines!
Coin Unique is sort of a morph between Scotch & Soda and a Butterfly Flipper
Coin—yet uses a completely different technique. The great thing about it is that it
can be performed with out any sleight-of-hand work or misdirection. It is a
completely self-contained, precision-machined, custom coin featuring super strong
neodymium dual magnets. The effects you can perform really are limited to your
imagination.

50

$
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Brand New—Jim Kleefeld!

Romantic Verite
The perfect specialized edition of one of the top selling mentalism effects of all
time at Stevens Magic Emporium. Jim Kleefeld shook the mentalism world up,
and rightly so when he introduced his original Cinema Verite! It continues to be a
top-seller every year because it meets the criteria of being easily mastered in a
short time-frame, allowing the performer to execute the effect with total confidence
and most importantly leaves a remarkably powerful impression on your spectators.
Leave it to Jim to ad additional layers of possible effects that can be executed by
the performer (if so desired) that serves what I call, the mentalism knockout punch!
Love On Their Minds—The newest edition of Jim’s venerable Film Verite series
is now available. Romantic Verite is a collection of film posters from the greatest
and best-loved romance films of all time. Sleepless In Seattle, When Harry Met
Sally, The Notebook, Pride and Prejudice, Love Story, My Fair Lady—dozens of
new and classic films, each with a romantic theme.
Things are strange right now for us performers, but things will be back to normal
before you know it and people will be anxious to connect and to celebrate. Sooner
than you know it, you will be using Romantic Verite for Wedding Receptions,
Anniversary Parties, After-Proms and for Senior Communities where older adults
thrive on nostalgia and their memories of love and marriage.
Great for no-contact Porch Parties—drop the cards in a basket and set it on
the porch before you begin. If you do Zoom Virtual Shows—just mail the clients a
set of cards (or half a set of cards) ahead of time and have them pick one offcamera. They can return them to you after your show, or keep them as souvenirs.
Check out Jim’s other popular variations built on this amazingly
powerfully deceptive and easy to master technique all still available at
Stevens Magic!

50

$
16
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Attention Getters!
Jim Berg’s

Color-Changing Knives
One of the classics of magic is this great visual that is
begging for a revival. In the 1980’s one of the most
successful products Stevens Magic sold was Juan Tamariz’s
Color-Changing Knives. Of course, a lot of this was because
of Juan’s routine. Recently it’s almost impossible to find
an affordable set of color changing knives—if you can find
them at all. In an effort to solve that problem we offer
these.
Each set features two perfectly balanced, high-quality slim
knives that measure 3-inches long. Each knife features
golden brass tips on both sides. A set comes with one
special and one fair knife. These slender knives make the paddle move as effortless
as possible. They are perfect in giving you the confidence you need to venture
into an entertaining set that your spectators will never forget.
Comes in a nice velveteen drawstring bag. Easy to carry in your pocket! It’s magic
to go and also a great pocket knife too! Only available in Black and White.

35

$

Juan Mayoral’s

Volcanic Match
Imagine lighting a match and having a huge
burst of flames leap out! That is exactly what
will happen when you use this product.
It’s per fect for implementing
pyrotechnics during a performance, and
also would be the perfect comedy piece
for an MC or any one interested in
breaking the ice to get a laugh
(example), as you light a match to light
a cigarette or cigar and as you motion
to light it the match propels’ flames that shoot way out (as the photo shows).
Startling. A real attention getter! Exceptionally Visual. Completely safe when used
as instructed. No electronics. No flammable fluids. No flash paper. Repeatable.
Comes with the specially constructed custom gimmick, and an ample supply of
lycopodium powder for hundreds and hundreds of flames! The gimmick will last for
years as the housing is made from a medal. Disclaimer: This product sold to
adults—21 years or older.
“This is the finest gimmick I’ve seen for throwing flames using lycopodium
powder!” --Joe Stevens

Extra Lycopodium Powder...$20

60

$
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Neo Magic Presents...
Vinny Sagoo’s

Killer Poker

Imagine one night you find yourself in a casino, short
of a few bob for your ride home. You ask a random
guy at the bar if he wants to play a game of Poker,
winner takes all? The guy accept, shuffles the cards
and deals five cards each. You notice that he only
has FOUR cards, so you tell him that he needs FIVE.
He produces a Five of Hearts. You explain that
needs FIVE cards and when you query how many
cards he’s got left, he counts FOUR. You again
state that he needs FIVE, and this time, he produces
the Five of Spades. You ask him to count how many
cards he has in his and he still had FOUR, along
with TWO on the table, which makes SIX cards! You tell him gently that this is a
game of Poker and you only get FIVE cards, not THREE, FOUR or SIX. He flicks
the cards in his hand and is now holding THREE cards, plus the TWO on the table,
so FIVE in total... phew, at last!!
You check your cards, you have 2 x Tens and 3 x Aces, so you know that you’ve
won. The guy thinks he’s won, so frustratingly, you tell him that his counting skills
are dreadful, he knowledge of Poker is terrible and you don’t know if he can spell
Poker!? With that said, and a flick of the wrist, the guy spells out the letters
POKER with the cards. You cough up the money and leave! If you like poker and
want a KILLER routine, then this is it!

18.50

$

Vinny Sagoo’s

Zensation

The fairness of this trick is beyond belief. The
spectator calls all the shots, yet every choice is met
with pure precision. Two packets of four cards
are shuffled by the spectator and then mixed
together, forming a packet of eight cards. The
spectator selects four card for himself and four for
you, a completely FAIR choice. When the
spectator’s card are turned over, they spell the word
STAR. When your cards are shown they are ALL
Stars. Amazing, but the trick does NOT finish
there...
The spectator’s cards are then rearranged to form a new word and in an INSTANT,
your cards change to MATCH the newly formed word. At the end, everything can
be fully examined and best of all, it’s super easy to do with no reset.

25

$
18
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Stevens Magic Emporium

2520 East Douglas • Wichita, KS 67214
Phone: (316) 683-9582 • Fax: (316) 68-MAGIC (686-2442)
E-Mail: magic@stevensmagic.com
Website: www.stevensmagic.com

SHIP TO:
Name __________________________________________________________
Address ________________________________________________________
City ___________________________________ State ___________________
Zip ______________________

Phone—Day (_____) ________________

E-Mail Address: _________________________________________________

PAYMENT METHOD:

If you are a Kansas resident, you
are subject to local sales tax.

MasterCard
Visa
Check / Money Order
Amount Enclosed $ ____________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________
Card Account Number

Expiration Date: _______ _______ CVN Code: ______
Month

Year

_______________________________________________________________
Customer Signature
All Credit Card Orders Must Be Placed By The Cardholder Only.
UPDATED SHIPPING CHARGES: Important Note: The above charges will apply on
the majority of orders. SME reserves the right to
Minimum Ship Charges:
choose the method of shipment on table rates.
$
0.00 to $ 25.00 ....................... $5.00 However, there are some products due to their
$ 25.01 to $ 50.00 ....................... $8.00 dimensions and weights (including but not limited
$ 50.01 to $100.00 ....................... $10.00 to) larger props and illusions, where additional
$ 100.01 to $200.00 ....................... $13.00 shipping costs will be required. In such cases, we
Over $200.00 ....................... $15.00 will notify you post purchase. This is why the phrase
“minimum ship charge” is included in the above tiers.

Qty

Item Price

Description

Total

Total
Give Us A Call...
Our hours are Monday – Friday 10:30 a.m. to 5:30 p.m. (cst) and Saturday 11:00 a.m. to
5:00 p.m. (cst). We’re happy to help you with your orders. We look forward to talking with you.
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Ken Brooke Magic
Driebeck Die Mini
Close-Up Version

Over 20 years to finalize this high quality
Mini Driebeck Die that is perfect for closeup performances!
Customers have waited a long time for the
return of this fantastic item! And so have
we! One of the greatest “close-up” items
from the Ken Brooke Magic Range.
Audiences love it! Easy to perform. Seems
impossible. You’ve enjoyed the stage-size
for years—now, enjoy the close-up version too!
Comes complete with everything you need to do
this fabulous effect and all packaged in an orange
jute bag for easy storing.

65

$
Shown for size only! Does not
come with deck of cards!

Nemo 1500
Johnny Thompson’s signature effect! If you’ve seen
Johnny perform this miracle, you
fully understand the huge impact
you receive, when a spectator’s
freely chosen card is—beforehand
predicted and a $20.00 bill or
$100.00 bill is offered to the
spectator IF the prediction is
wrong! Of course, it is NOT wrong
and the performer comes out on
top each time. A card is shown in a wallet before starting the effect and then
exposed at the end for the correct prediction. But even better, the magician claims
they were SO certain that particular card would be chosen, they had that card
embossed on the backside of the wallet that was holding the predicted card!
Upon turning over the wallet—sure enough—the spectator’s freely chosen card is
embossed on the leather wallet! Oh, so clever! Comes complete with everything
you need, a professional routine for professionals. Constructed of high-quality leather.
No sleights required. The effect works itself and you can spend your time focusing
on the presentation. (Excellent for all languages!)

125

$
20
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Ken Brooke Magic
Created By Jack Avis...

Poker Pot

From The Ken Brooke Magic Range
If you’re looking for something completely
different in a close-up routine—Here it is! Used
by professionals for years, we are happy to rerelease this upgraded version. Each unit is
hand made and hallmarked by Louie
Gaynor, crafted from the finest walnut. Far
superior to the original model made from
aluminium. Meticulous detail and quality in every
way!
Jack Avis has taken two classic principles and
by blending them together has produced a clean
cut magical effect for performing what is known
as “CHINK-A-CHINK.” The box removes the
need for shells or “extra units” of the items employed
thus, the weakness of having to obtain and later ditch
them is entirely eliminated. Roy Johnson has added
additional material to the original. Once the basic
principle is understood, Roy’s working can be quickly
understood! And there are nine pages of additional
thoughts and routines provided by the late great Ken
Brooke.

65

$

Absolutely Impossible
Wallet
The performer removes a wallet from his pocket,
showing an envelope with a prediction inside.
A spectator takes a deck of normal cards and
shuffles them. The pack is spread across the
table, the spectator pushes one card out of the
spread. The spectator then takes the envelope
and opens it himself. Inside is a card and when
the pushed out card is turned over it matches
the card found in the envelope!

Any pack can be used. No fake envelopes. No palming or sleight-of-hand. A
beautiful concept and professionally routined. Excellent wallet is supplied with full
routine. See Joe’s Demo on our website and previous customer
comments! Search Absolutely Impossible.

Deluxe...$45
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Ken Brooke Magic
Legacy Malini
Egg Bag
Here you have the classic effect in which an
egg is placed inside a bag vanishes. The bag
is shown inside and out. The spectator
reaches in and finds no egg. Yet, the egg is
always there when the performer say it is! A
wonderful audience participation routine.
This fine bag is the epitome of egg bags!
Created by Max Malini—improved by
Charlie Miller—perfected by Johnny
Thompson and performed by professional
magicians worldwide! This egg bag is beautifully handcrafted in 100% black silk.

95

$

Wild Man Wild!
Visible, almost unbelievable close-up
effects with cards are hard to find. This
effect can be explained with very few
words... 10 Blue-Back Jokers visibly
change to Red-Back Cards!
Strange as it may sound, no particular
skill or sleight-of-hand is required. Each
change is different from the previous
one. One card even changes in the
spectator’s hands. This was one of
Ken’s favorite card tricks!

20

$

Two Card Workers Delights!

Chinese Poker
Mo Howarth’s delightful color-changing card sequence. Four cards are shown—a
pretty poor lot—visibly and one by one they change to a brilliant lot. The backs
are all BLUE. A miracle of Chinese Confusion takes place. In turn, they change
to—RED—GREEN—YELLOW—BLACK and then—BLANK! Before you can
say “presto” they are all back to BLUE again. This is the visible version of the
trick Ken Brooke made famous throughout the world. The Mo Howarth handling
and patter make it a “must”. Requires one simple sleight (Buckle Count). You will
receive the full set of cards, routine and patter exactly as featured.

20

$
22
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Quality Coin Tricks
Palming Coins
These are Dollar-sized palming coins. Viking has
spared no expense in bringing the magic fraternity
one of the finest Palming Coins ever produced. A
beautiful replica of a Liberty Dollar. Reeded edges for
gripping; thin profile so that you can stack them easily
for productions.
Coins are made from zinc material, heavily plated in
bright nickel. This lightweight coin makes a very distinct
and loud sound when dropped into a coin pail. Their
brightly polished surface will reflect light so that the
coins can be seen even in
the largest of auditoriums.
Note: Palming Coins
sold by the dozen
only. Each set comes in
a velveteen bag and each
coin is individually housed
in a plastic case.

30

$

Spinning
Stacked
Half Dollars
Esoteric Kennedy
The performer shows an ordinary
half dollar and places it on a playing
card. Unbelievably, the coin begins
to move by itself. It rises up from
the card and stands on its edge. It
twists and turns before returning
to its original position on the card.
They won’t believe this one! Carry
it in your pocket all the time and
be ready to blow them away! No
threads
or
magnets!
Manufactured by Stevens
Magic.

30

$

Performer attempts an
unreal effect by taking
two half dollar coins and
attempts to stand one on
top of the other until it
is actually “balanced” on
top. After a little effort,
this impossible feat
happens, but what happens next takes this
effect in a different direction. The magician
can actually flick the top coin that is balancing
on top of the lower one and, the coin visually
spins—without falling off the coin. Just as the
magic happens, suddenly the top coin loosens
its grip and falls off—the entire time the lower
coin is in full view.
$
By Permission From
30
Domenico Dante
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Stevens Magic Exclusives!
SME Private Brand Decks are
hand-made exclusively for Stevens
Magic by a card expert/grifter. Why
choose these decks over
commercial options? The
answer is the meticulous attention
to detail and minimal trimming that
only professionals like you would
appreciate. These decks are so good
we
field-tested
them
on
knowledgeable card magicians, and
in the case of the strippers and reverse strippers they had no idea they were
holding a gaffed deck. Yes they cost more than machine commercial-printed
decks, but only a fraction considering the amount of time and detail being each
deck is hand-made. See website for complete specs.
Note: These are NOT geared to individuals who do not have already have a
working knowledge of these decks.
SME Reverse Stripper Deck (Red or Blue) .................................. $15.00
SME Reverse Svengali Deck (Red or Blue) .................................. $15.00
SME Four Way Pop Eyed Popper (Red or Blue) ............................ $16.50
SME Belly Stripper (Red or Blue) .................................................. $25.00
SME Brainwave Deck (Red or Blue) ............................................. $15.00
SME N Stripper Royal Flush (Red or Blue) .................................. $20.00
SME N Stripper Aces & Kings (Red or Blue) ................................. $20.00
SME Custom Svengali Deck—Choose Your Force Card! (R/B) .. $20.00
SME Invisible Deck (Red or Blue) ................................................. $12.50
SME Svengali Deck (Red or Blue) ................................................ $12.50
SME One Eyed Popeyed Popper (Red or Blue) ............................. $15.00
SME Pop Eyed Popper Deck (Red or Blue) ................................... $10.00
SME Split Deck (Red or Blue) ........................................................ $12.50

See website for details on each of these decks!
24
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Does Size Matter??

Al Baker’s

Diminishing
Cards
The finest ever made! Used
by leading Pro’s worldwide!
Always entertaining!
Parlor or Stage... the performer
begins to shrink a fan of cards!
Just a sleight squeezing motion
and “Voila!”, the cards have
diminished by 25%! This is
repeated four times until the
performer is holding a small fan
of cards, a mere 1/4-inch in size!
Finally,
they
vanish
completely!
Hand made—should last a lifetime with care. Self contained. Easy to do. Each
fan is a full fan of cards. Always gets applause! Easy-to-follow instructions.

49

$

Trevor Lewis’s

Para Dice

Combining mentalism with gambling has
always been a popular favorite of the world’s
top mentalists.
From the creative mind of Trevor Lewis,
Stevens Magic Emporium is proud to
reintroduce to the magic community, “Para
Dice.” This is a highly effective routine
featuring picture cards of pairs of dice and
utilizing a never-before-seen principle. The
performer writes down a prediction of a number, the paper is folded, and is then
placed in full view of the audience. The prediction is never again touched by the
performer. Several “dice cards” are shown to the audience, each pair of dice
totaling a different value. The cards are shuffled and one is chosen. It is truly a
free selection as no “forcing” is required. The prediction is opened by an audience
member, the number is read aloud, and the chosen “dice card” is revealed. The
numbers match!

30

$
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Stevens Magic Exclusives!
Cagliostro’s Key
aka Spirit Key

Once performed and handed to the spectator, it
may be closely and fully inspected. There is
absolutely nothing to find, no seam, no pinholes,
no weld joints, nothing! The key is perfectly
balanced for the Haunted Key move forward as
well as backward and is gaffed for the “twisting”
effect. This will badly fool those “in the know”.
Carry in your pocket—ready to perform at
a moment’s notice.
Excellent
craftsmanship. Made in Europe, quality magic.
The key is 4.5 inches (116 mm) and the bow is 1 1/8 inches wide. And weighs 1.3
ounces. It comes in a beautiful red velvet jewelry box with the proper “resetting
tool”.
The routine is amazing. The performer first causes the key to turn over in their
hand during their favorite routine. (With practice you may even cause the key to
turn over in the spectator’s hand!) This is where the similarity ends. At this point
the artist asks the spectator to rub the perfectly aligned key on the barrel and slowly
the bit twists 90 degrees from the bow. Immediately the key is handed out and
spectator absolutely can find nothing out of the ordinary, except a sold, twisted key!

395

$

Buma’s

CLING!
The human mind doesn’t think around common
objects and that is exactly why CLING is so
powerful. It SLAYS the layman.
A deck of cards is shown front and back. The
performer scatters the deck face-up on the table.
He then show both of his hands freely palms up
and palms down. Next he picks up one card and
places it face down on his palm-up hand, which is
then seen to be immediately turned palm-down,
such that it hovers several inches above the table.
It has defied gravity and is clinging to the
performer’s palm.
The magician starts to add more cards, up to 12 and they too CLING to the other
cards and remain suspended. Spectators bob their heads up and down at different
angles trying to figure out how this is possible. At any given moment the magician
can strip the cards of their static cling causing all of them to fall onto the table.
Once again the performer makes sure to show both sides of his hand.

27.50

$
26
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Norm Neilsen’s Miracles...

Norm Neilsen placed
his mark on the art of
magic. He will live on
through his creations
and in spirit.

Living Latex Dove
A Norm Nielsen creation…made of the finest quality washable latex with handtinted accents and fitted glass eyes. None finer available—thousands sold!
They are used in a variety of ways, limited only by one’s imagination. These
Living Latex Doves can be “rung in” anytime during your act, and can easily add
a new effect as needed.
They crush small, assume shape quickly, and can be manipulated to act real if
needed. The latex is dyed pure white, not just painted. Fully washable, they’ll
always look good. Thin walled latex for small compression. Glass eye give them
that perfect look. Hand detailed The industry standard in Latex Doves! These
are preferred by working pro’s as the industry standard.

45

$

Vanishing Coke Bottle (Empty & Full)
Only the best from Norm Nielsen and Nielsen Magic. From Living Latex Doves, to
his realistic brand name bottles—you can’t go wrong with any of these products.
Made to last with the highest quality latex ingredients. Norm Nielsen lived and
breathed the art of magic. His classic replica’s of the iconic glass Coke bottles
remain tops in terms of quality.
You too will agree when you purchase this product. If there was one product that
magician’s could instantly recognize and was synonymous with Norm Nielsen, it
was his vanishing bottles.
Bottle dimensions: 7.5 inches high X 2.25 inches diameter.

60 each

$
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Stevens Magic Exclusives!
Louie Gaynor’s

William Tell
Card Frame

A beautiful, walnut tray (built for us
by our master craftsman—Louie
Gaynor) to accommodate three
playing cards as shown. Any three
cards can be used and they are just
normal cards out of any deck!
The cards are placed face down,
(these are not marked cards). The
performer can leave the room or
turn their back as one of the cards
on the tray is picked up and looked
at and retur ned to the tray.
IMMEDIATELY, the performer
picks out the selected card! The effect is baffling and beyond conception.
No confederates! No marked cards! No electronics! This is a clean
effect! Use your own cards. You will marvel at its secrets. Perfect impromptu,
close-up effect.

47.50

$

Performance
Pad
Reserved for the classiest of
performers—it’s much more
than just a close-up pad. It’s a
close-up “Stage!” One thing
people love is the fact that this
pad features a larger
performing area than a normal
pad—it’s 22 x 15 inches
and the level top stands 1
inch tall. Included is a stiff, hard bottom, which features five non-slip pads. It weighs
in at just a tad over 4 pounds, so it’s sturdy and solid. The performing surface is
neatly covered in exceptionally unique, super soft plush velvet. Pad features rounded
corners and is constructed of the finest quality materials and could easily last for the
remainder of your performing career. A true, quality item from David Martinez.
Comes in a variety of colors: Black, Green, Dark Blue & Brown.

135 each

$
28
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Stevens Magic Exclusives!
A Lifetime Of Magic
By Charles Gauci

Make no mistake, this book has the perfect title —A
Lifetime of Magic is a life's work composed by one of
magic's most innovative thinkers and equally brilliant
performers. Charles’ products have sold in the
thousands! Why? They are practical, powerful
magic that in most cases are easy to perform
allowing them to become reputation makers. For
years magicians worldwide were happy just to get his
products, but now you will not only be tipped to how to
make some of these great effects, you will also derive
powerful benefits from Charles years of experience as a
worker!
In total there are 38 effects ranging from stage, close-up and roving—Further
details:
• 13 Stage Mental Effects
• 3 Tools of the Trade Effects
• 8 Miscellaneous Favorite Effects
• 3 Memory Routines for Stage & Close-up Effects
• 11 Card Mysteries Effects
Regular Price...$150
CLOSE OUT Price...$50

Valid at both websites: stevensmagic.com &
stevensmagic.global
Offer cannot be used in combination with any other promotion or special. Some items
are excluded. Any discounted product does not count towards the aggregate dollar amount
needed to qualify for the coupon. If you call your order in you MUST mention the coupon
at the time of the order. Sorry no retroactive applications. Other limitations my apply.

Coupon Code: smeb80
2520 E. Douglas, Wichita, KS 67214 z (316) 683-9582 z FAX (316) 686-2442 z Magic@StevensMagic.com z www.stevensmagic.com
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Paul Rohmany Presents...
Stand Up
Magic
By Paul
Rohmany

Book is hard covered
with 480 pages—
BONUS— links to
video per for mances
and other bonus
material. Hundreds of
photos and diagrams.
For over 30 years Paul
has performed magic as
his full time job. It has taken him to over 120 countries and seen him perform on
television, trade shows, cruise ships and the finest stages in the world. This book
has 30 of his stand up and stage routines that have helped shape his career. If you
perform any kind of stand up magic, then you will find routines in here that are
practical, strong and will wow any audience. This is a lifelong collection of routines
direct from Paul’s repertoire—including full scripts for many of the routines.
INCLUDED are the COMPLETE series of PRO-SERIES (if you were to purchase
the entire series it would cost over $200 alone!) plus THE BRIEFCASE ILLUSION
with a bonus download of the full plans to build this one-person illusion.
Detailed in this book are the following effects: Winning Numbers, Six
Card Repeat, The Egg, Lemon,
Orange & Canary, Signed Card On
Blue Stake, Bearly Impossible, Bill To
Can, Color Change Hanky, Headline
Prediction, The Tube Prediction,
Switchboard Clipboard, Multiplying
Bottles, Watchdog, The No Force
Lottery Prediction, One-Ahead
Envelopes, The Dream Routine, 365
to 1, Phoney Pad, The Briefcase
Illusion, Duck Call Gag, Clean Sweep,
Pin Number, Breaking The Code,
Cookies Fortune, Quick Flick Book
Test, Chair Test, The Last One
Standing,
Poor
Magician’s
Confabulation, The Idris Card,
Adventures Ashore, Free Lunch and
Big Ten.

150

$
30
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A Master Teaches All!
Trifecta

By Dick Steiner
Mentalism, Magic & Marketing
Eight mentalism effects, four magic routines, three
marketing essays, and 11 humorous vignettes.
Hardbound book with dust jacket and 181 pages.
Foreword by John Bannon.
Found in Trifecta are both close-up and stage
effects that are among the author’s favorites over
a 30 year performing career. Dick is a Pro who,
after years of success, is willing to share his routine
with everyone! A high-class book and a sure way
to personalize magic for your clients!
“I really enjoyed Trifecta…Dick has
shared some of his best secrets and not all of them are tricks. This
book gets my highest recommendation.” --Marc DeSouza
“Trifecta has solid, well thought out routines that you can take to
the bank. Dick’s ideas on performance and marketing are pure gold.”
--Christian and Katalina

A Bargain & Entertaining As Well!

39

$

The Last Laugh

By Sean Taylor
The Curated Comedy Of Steve Walker
Steve Walker was a professional comedy magician and
MC. He was born in Yorkshire, but lived most of his
adult life in Sydney, Australia. After Steve’s death, his
fellow magicians helped to sell his estate and discovered
a small notebook, which contained over 700 jokes, gags,
one liners and wise cracks from TV and radio. The
contents of this book contain a valuable source of oneliners (many of which are easy to remember).
Steve’s friend and colleague, Sean Taylor, has not only
deciphered the jokes, but adds his own impressions of Steve, some funny stories
and even a complete transcript of his 45 minute magic act. The most remarkable
fact is the vast majority of these jokes and one-liners still remain remarkably fresh
and familiar. Whether you are a magician, comedian, variety act or MC, or you
just want to spice up a speech or presentation, this might just be the book for you.
Book is soft cover and has 106 pages.

20

$
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Stevens Magic Exclusive!
The Psychic Reader’s
Toolbox
By Richard Webster

Possibly the most comprehensive work released by
Richard Webster. There are 105 pages of rock solid
content in a soft cover 6 x 9 book.
The Psychic Reader’s Toolbox—This book is for
people who have done some readings, but want to
become better at it. Part One covers “the impossible
dream,” which is the ability to look at strangers and
instantly give them a reading. Part Two is called
“Becoming a Psychic Reader,” and includes a variety
of ideas that my clients have found useful. Part Three teaches you how to tell
people what day of the week their birthday is on. Part Four teaches you how to
give Akashic Record readings and interpret your clients’ dreams. Part Five is
called “How to Become the Best Reader in Your Area,” and includes advice on
how to take your reading career as far as you want it to go. Part Six is on how
to produce and sell pitch books to enhance your career, gain recognition and
credibility, and make money. Part Seven is “The Mentalist’s Cash Register” and
lists more than 40 ways to make money in the mentalism field.

45

$

The Magicullum II
By Todd Landlum

The Magicullum II is a collection of essays for
mentalists, bizarrists and mystery entertainers who seek
to bring deeper meaning to their performances.
The essays cover a broad set of common themes, which
include: (1) the blurred lines of distinction between
science and magic; (2) the need to be safe in presenting
challenging magical material to public audiences; (3) the
importance of identity, authenticity, persona, and
paradigms; (4) the need for consistency and (flexible)
alignment between magicians as individuals and
magicians as performers; (5) and the different roles for
faith, ritual, luck, love and belief. The book will be of great value to advanced
magical performers seeking to enhance their effects and the impact they have on
their audiences.
Contributors include: Todd Landman, Edward James Dean, Tracy Wise,
Ashton Carter, Nik Taylor, Markus Pfeil, Stuart Nolan, and Credenza
Dosfort.

19.50

$
32
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Jim Steinmeyer’s Miracles!
Treacherous
Impuzzibilities

The fifth book in the series offers
12 new effects of self-working (or
nearly self-working) magic.
In this volume, Wishing And
Making It So, Chicagoism, ThirtyFiveism and Hacer lo Impossible,
The Cowboy Secret, The Zodiac Wheel, Elementary!
The format matches the previous books, with quality printing, binding and paper.

19

$

Devilish
Impuzzibilities
The sixth book in the series,
featuring The Irresistible Force,
Irresistible Shopping, Deepest
Sympathy, The Lost and The
Found, A Study In Scarlet & Black
and Other routines, like Travel
Expands the Mind, and Mystery in
Abstract, are unique stand-up
prediction effects using just pieces of cardboard with words or drawings. With
eleven effects, all together, foil stamped cover, quality printing, 36 pages of text.

19

$

Unexpected
Impuzzibilities
The seventh book, features Stairway To
Heaven, Robert Ramirez's Casting the
Spell, Four Card Monte and stand-up
tricks the Awful Words Trick, Fresh Fish
Now and My Word!
Pure Evil is an amazing hands-off effect
in which the spectator freely chooses a
number, and finds the card at that
number; believe it or not, the spectator
is forced a particular evil card in the
deck. Eleven effects in all and 32 pages of text.

20

$
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Brand New—Scryer!
The End
Scryer’s Confidants
By Richard Webster

This book has been be coded for protection for
anti-piracy purposes in various places. Introducing
The Urban Shaman and underground mentalist
who is one third of the coveted group known only
as “The 3”.
Contributions from Richard Webster. Three
amazing effects from the master himself. Simply
brilliant—Not So Muscular, Windows Of The Soul
and Innocent Or Guilty.
Contribution from the legendary Michael
Weber—Tabula Rasa
Contributions from Neal
Scryer—Aura PK Touch, Scryer’s
Himber Wallet, Three Fingers,
Compatibility, Scryer’s Which Hand,
Scryer’s Q & A Reading, Scryer’s
Magical Moment, Plus many more
effects from Scryer.
Contributions from...
Steve Drury—Deer Seal Walking;
Charles Garner—Why Do People Visit Psychic Readers;
Helmuth Grunewald—The Pendulum Prayer; Scott St
Clair—Paper Reading. He also has another effect in book
CMP+; AG Urban Shaman—Parting The Veil; High
Priest D. Abl—Stigmata; Di Mon—Good Night Sweet
Prince; Matt Pulsar—You Are A Medium and Dr. Jeremy
Weiss—One For The Winnie’s.
Eleven of Scryer’s Confidants plus Neal adds up to twelve
workers. Included in the book are several contributions from
both Richard Webster and Neal Scryer and a signature routine
from each contributor.
For many of you, who are familiar with Scryer’s successful previous works, the
above is all that is needed for you to make the purchase. However there is
much more product description for this book featured on our website.

97.50

$
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House Of Magic Exclusive
Buma’s

ORB

A complete sellout for
BUMA at Blackpool!
Bumas most talked about effect in
years. Here it is! Imagine, a solid metal
GOLD ORB is freely shown and placed
upon a spectator’s open palm. With
only the slightest flourish of the magi’s
open hand the ORB is seen to vanish
from the spectator’s open palm.
As if that is not enough, how about
having a spectator drop the ORB into a borrowed clear glass filled with any clear
drink. The filled glass with its ORB now at its bottom is then momentarily picked up
by the performer and the liquid with its ORB at the bottom are swirled around for
all to see. Immediately setting the glass back down the ORB is seen to have
VANISHED from the bottom of the still liquid filled glass.
You can even routine the ORB to use a bag or similar borrowed object in place of
a liquid filled glass for a similar vanish of the ORB from its visibly placed position. As
a BONUS effect, the instantaneous visible vanish of a GOLD chain is included,
featured by BUMA at his BLACKPOOL appearance. BUMA even includes his
custom made props allowing for your performance to be performed sleeves rolled
up or sleeves rolled down, wearing a suit or jacket or performing more casual, in
short sleeves and similar attire.
What do you need to perform these effects—Only your misdirection & BUMA’S
ORB!
“I love Buma – I don’t know how he consisently creates some of the most
unique products” --Joseph Gabriel
“This is so much fun, it’s addictive! When I first saw this done it floored
me as I had no idea how it was done.” --Paul Romhany
$

50

Check out all of Buma fantastic items search Buma on our website!
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